Foreword

The development of portable devices and wireless networks has created an increasing demand for radio spectrum channels. This situation has generated a search for more efficient schemes to manage the radio spectrum. Currently, static allocation of frequency bands is the most prevalent way of spectrum management. This strategy has become inefficient, since recent spectrum usage surveys in several locations show that the radio spectrum has been underutilized. Therefore, there is a need for strategies to dynamically manage the access to the radio spectrum. These strategies should take advantage of unused channels without affecting incumbent systems.

A more efficient use of this resource can revolutionize the wireless and mobile communications arena, which will produce not only a technological but also an economic impact on diverse areas that depend on wireless connectivity, such as commerce, education, industry, among others. New technologies that are starving for more spectrum channels will flourish, and operating prices will become more affordable. New wireless applications in markets not currently attractive to conventional operators will also become viable, consequently impacting societies and communities that otherwise would not have that opportunity.

This timely handbook is a collection of current cutting-edge research techniques, trends, and practical applications in the field of radio spectrum. In the book’s chapters, you will find descriptions of state-of-the art research projects on the many aspects of cognitive radio and radio spectrum, such as radio spectrum sensing, access, management, security, models, and applications.

This handbook will be a valuable addition to academic and research libraries and hopefully a solid resource for engineers, researchers, scientists, students, and educators involved in information technology, computer science, electrical engineering, and mechanical engineering. It will also be useful reading for anyone interested in learning more about the growing field of radio spectrum management using cognitive radio and software defined radio technologies.
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